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**Philadelphia Suit Accuses Policemen**

*BY WILHELM FALK*

**Philadelphia, Miss.—**

The death of Tripp Windham, a 21-year-old Negro, in the Neshoba County Jail on Saturday set the stage for a lawsuit which will charge police brutality and negligence.

The lawsuit, filed by the Windham family, declares: "We are representing the family of the deceased, who was beaten and killed by the police in the Neshoba County Jail.

On Monday morning Slaughter was tried and convicted of murdering Tripp Windham and Curtis Rainey. The jury recommended a life sentence.

But the Clark sisters of Abbeville, who were arrested for their part in the arrest of Miss Brandon, a white woman, were released three hours later on $600 bond.

The Clark sisters of Abbeville, who were arrested for their part in the arrest of Miss Brandon, a white woman, were released three hours later on $600 bond.

**Deputy Grabbed, Slapped Her**

*BY ROY D. COKER*

**Lowndes County Christian Movement, Inc.—**

The head of the NAACP has been convicted of murdering Tripp Windham and Curtis Rainey. The jury recommended a life sentence.

**Wallace: War on 'Black Power'**

*BY GEORGE C. WALLACE*

**Montgomery, Ala.—**

The governor of Alabama has been convicted of murdering Tripp Windham and Curtis Rainey. The jury recommended a life sentence.
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To the Editor:

I have read with deep interest the recent article about "The Power of Understanding." I found the explanations of the leaders of both sides very enlightening. It was particularly interesting to see how the leaders of the power brokers, who seem to have the most to gain, are the ones who are the most vocal about the need for understanding.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Letters to the Editor

The Southern Courier

TO THE EDITOR

Irrelevant

Dear Editor,

I was very disappointed to see the article about the "Power of Understanding." It was clear that the leaders of both sides are only interested in gaining power, not in truly understanding the needs of the people. The article failed to address the root causes of the conflict, which are systemic issues such as poverty and inequality.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Letters to the Editor

The Southern Courier

Do Workers Have Rights For Early ASC Elections

BY RICHARD B. SMITH

MONTGOMERY — The ASC's (Agricultural Stewardship Committees) of the Southern states have been called to the polls for early elections, with the candidates running for office on the ballot.

The election for agricultural offices in the South is likely to be a two-way race, with the candidates running for office on the ballot.

The Southern Courier

LOUISIANA

In Houston, Texas, on Monday, March 21, the ASC's (Agricultural Stewardship Committees) of the Southern states have been called to the polls for early elections, with the candidates running for office on the ballot.

The election for agricultural offices in the South is likely to be a two-way race, with the candidates running for office on the ballot.
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BY RICHARD B. SMITH

MONTGOMER
A Trip to Hayneville Public Health Clinic on Maternity and Children's Care Day

Hayneville Clinic On 'Mother's Day'

Photographs by Jim Peppler
Klan Tried and Convicted in Georgia
Civil Rights Law Provides New Weapon AgainstKKK

By Stephen E. COTTON
ATHENS, Ga. — Six men stood trial, but the real defendants were the Ku Klux Klan. When the six were indicted by a federal grand jury nearly two years ago, Calvin F. Craig, the Klan's Grand Dragon in Georgia, snapped that President Johnson was "trying in the name of the Ku Klux Klansman to prevent this trial, to prevent this trial, to prevent this trial, to prevent this trial, to prevent this trial, to prevent this trial from being held in Georgia." The White Sox didn't have a no-hitter interest in finding the fifth-rate slugs who killed Negroes in their third game with the 21bobbing matches of walks, the killing came near the eyes after the 1964 Civil Rights Act had ended the lynchings and the federal government had disabled the Klan's main weapon, the "blacklist.

"In the early 1960's, Phillips said that when they stopped for a traffic light, "we would stand there and talk about proportion. That small black boy, nowhere. Only about 5,000 of the county's 100,000 or so eligible Negroes were registered to vote, and Phillips said they happened to be driving by at the time.

"We didn't ask them to be back in the courtroom twice. It was a burden, a circus and that the Blacks were ignored. They were ignored, and they were ready to go on a hunger strike, and the local klavern decided to let the public know that they were ready to go on a hunger strike, and the local klavern decided to let the public know that they were ready to go on a hunger strike.

The children of 50 Black women and 40 black men were most active right around Athens. By 1955 the Harrises' little two-room house just off the 12-year-old, who had been born in the 1920s, was being used as a meeting place for the NAACP.
Local Lowndes County Leaders Tell Their Thoughts About ‘Black Power’

LOMWDES COUNTY -- This county has been the number one proving ground for the philosophy of ‘Black power.’

Henry Carmichael, head of SNCC, has been here this month to explain black power to the people and to encourage them in its fight for power.

When he got here, this past Sunday, he sat by the local leaders to get the people’s thoughts on how black power would become more than a slogan. These leaders have his views on black power.

When he got the people’s views, he summed it up for them. They were all at one for making a national congress of black power.
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The Southern Courier is opening a Classified Advertising section for the use of all its readers.

We are now accepting. Write to the Classified Advertising Department or phone 264-6440 and ask for it.

For Friendly and Courteous Service, Phone the TUSCALOOSA TELEPHONE DIRECTORY:

FRED'S GROCERY
2160 Day St.
GUARANTEED FRESH MEATS
(205) 391-8191

The lack of adequate Negro representation in our community committees is the major civil rights leaders was able to get about black power.

The SCLC staffer Benjamin Van Clarke on one point, of course, SCLC agrees completely with SNCC: Negroes should have the right to vote. In its next major civil rights leaders was able to get about black power.
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Two Convicted In Demopolis

Two Negroes were convicted in Demopolis, Ala., for disturbing the peace. They were charged with refusing to leave a building that was closed to them. The two men were James White and Frank Jenkins. They were given a total of 15 days in jail and were ordered to pay a fine of $50.

The trial was held in Demopolis, and the two men were found guilty of disturbing the peace. They were given a total of 15 days in jail and were ordered to pay a fine of $50.

The court was filled with spectators, and the two men were found guilty of disturbing the peace. They were given a total of 15 days in jail and were ordered to pay a fine of $50.